ABSTRACT: Sulfur-rich molybdenum sulfides are an emerging class of inorganic coordination polymers that are predominantly utilized for their superior catalytic properties. Here we investigate surface water dependent properties of sulfur-rich MoS x (x = 3 2 / 3 ) and its interaction with water vapor. We report that MoS x is a highly hygroscopic semiconductor, which can reversibly bind up to 0.9 H 2 O molecule per Mo. The presence of surface water is found to have a profound influence on the semiconductor's properties, modulating the material's photoluminescence by over 1 order of magnitude, in transition from dry to moist ambient. Furthermore, the conductivity of a MoS x -based moisture sensor is modulated in excess of 2 orders of magnitude for 30% increase in humidity. As the core application, we utilize the discovered properties of MoS x to develop an electrolyteless water splitting photocatalyst that relies entirely on the hygroscopic nature of MoS x as the water source. The catalyst is formulated as an ink that can be coated onto insulating substrates, such as glass, leading to efficient hydrogen and oxygen evolution from water vapor. The concept has the potential to be widely adopted for future solar fuel production. KEYWORDS: electrolyteless water splitting, amorphous molybdenum sulfide, photocatalysis, hydrogen production, MoS x , moisture sensing, desiccation R enewable hydrogen has the potential to transition the current fossil fuel based economy and infrastructure to incorporate a larger share of carbon-neutral clean fuel. Hydrogen production utilizing water electrolysis or direct photocatalytic splitting of water is currently regarded as the most common pathway toward a hydrogen-based economy.
R enewable hydrogen has the potential to transition the current fossil fuel based economy and infrastructure to incorporate a larger share of carbon-neutral clean fuel. Hydrogen production utilizing water electrolysis or direct photocatalytic splitting of water is currently regarded as the most common pathway toward a hydrogen-based economy. 1, 2 Therefore, the vast majority of research on hydrogen evolution catalysis is conducted using liquid phase electrolytes. However, the utilization of liquid electrolytes has intrinsic efficiencylimiting and cost-increasing disadvantages that arise from issues including bubble formation, freezing at low temperatures, the necessity of liquid pumping, corrosion, and catalyst poisoning. In contrast, by resorting to gas phase water splitting these shortcomings can be surmounted. Advantageously, gas phase water splitting is predicted to require less energy, due to the lower standard Gibbs free energy of formation of gaseous water, . 4 To date, only a few gas phase water splitting systems have been reported. 3, 5, 6 However, their hydrogen evolution rates still lag behind the ones obtained following the traditional liquid electrolyte based approaches, and they also generally require the fabrication of complex microfluidic devices, negating many of the potential advantages.
Herein we report a high-efficiency vapor phase photocatalytic water splitting system, which can be formulated as an ink, allowing adapting any surface for gas phase hydrogen fuel production, drastically simplifying the hydrogen evolution system. The development of this semiconducting moisture absorber is highly relevant to the field of hydrogen evolution catalysis, while also finding other applications such as resistive moisture sensing and dehumidification.
The ideal material for efficient electrolyteless gas phase water splitting applications should (I) be highly porous, to enable efficient fuel gas and water vapor transport, (II) feature a large moisture adsorption capacity for binding water molecules, (III) be a semiconductor with good conductivity, providing light adsorption capabilities, and (IV) feature high catalytic activity.
Traditional efficient moisture-adsorbing materials, such as silica gel and zeolites, are insulators and hence not suitable for creating electrolyteless gas phase water splitting. Semiconducting organic polymers and metal organic frameworks can potentially feature the required electronic properties; however, their vulnerability to moisture-induced degradation remains a challenge. 7 Furthermore, hydrocarbon-based materials lack the rich catalytic properties that are required. 8, 9 Moisture-adsorbing semiconducting clays and other stratified materials might be more suitable; 10 however gas transport into the interlayer spacing is expected to be slow.
Transition metal based inorganic semiconducting polymers (TMISP) may be considered as candidates for electrolyteless gas phase water splitting. They can offer catalytic properties, which arise from their partially filled d-shells. Fortunately, many TMISPs are recognized for their catalytic properties, but their moisture-binding capabilities have not been investigated. 11, 12 Our study focuses on sulfur-rich amorphous molybdenum sulfide (MoS x ), which has recently gained increasing attention due to its exceptional catalysis. This class of materials encompasses a range of compounds featuring molybdenum to sulfur ratios anywhere between 2 and 6. 13−20 MoS x -based materials are recognized as promising noble metal free water-splitting catalysts, offering hydrogen evolution process efficiencies approaching that of platinum. 15,17,19−22 However, other than MoS 2 , there is still considerable debate over the structure of these materials and the nature of their catalytically active sites. Tran et al. recently reinvestigated the structure of the commonly used electrodeposited MoS x catalysts, which were believed to be MoS 3 until then. 11 It was discovered that this material's stoichiometry is closer to MoS 4 , being an inorganic coordination polymer with the formula of MoS 3 2 / 3 , consisting of the polymerized Mo 3 S 13 −2 nanoclusters (Figure 1a and b). Irrespective of the exact stoichiometry, many MoS x compounds are made of quasi-one-dimensional and branched inorganic coordination polymers or their shorterchain oligomers and monomers. 11, 23 While initial investigations had suggested that the sulfur-rich molybdenum sulfides are precursors to nanometer-sized MoS 2 crystals (another, albeit less efficient, hydrogen evolution catalysts), it is becoming increasingly clear that this is not the case. 11, 12, 21, 24, 25 Recent studies implicate either the terminal disulfide ligands or bridging disulfides as the catalytically active sites, while a consensus is yet to be reached (Figure 1b and  c) . 11, 12, 26, 27 Most sulfur-rich MoS x semiconductors feature narrow band gaps of approximately 1.2 eV and hence show high conductivity. 28 The high conductivity of MoS x is considered a key feature enabling its exceptional performance as an electrocatalyst. 19, 29, 30 The optical band gap of this material is however too narrow to achieve direct photocatalytic water splitting. 31 One approach to overcoming this limitation is coating photoelectrodes consisting of semiconducting CuO, pSi, or organic semiconductors with MoS x catalysts. 32−38 While the main research effort into MoS x is focused on the hydrogen evolution reaction, it has also been demonstrated to be an effective CO 2 reduction catalyst. 39 Sulfur-rich molybdenum sulfides have found further applications in capturing toxic iodine and mercury. 40 Furthermore, the high polarizability of MoS x allows the binding of polar gaseous contaminants, including CO 2 and certain volatile organic compounds. 40 Other applications include energy storage in supercapacitors and alkali ion batteries. 41, 42 Still relatively little is known about the interactions between water molecules and MoS x or the effects that hydration has on MoS x properties. In this work, we investigate the effect of water We also explore MoS x for moisture sensing and dehumidification. Moisture sensors are typically made of oxides, due to the importance of terminal oxygen moieties for moisture sensing. 43, 44 The demonstration of TMISPs as moisture sensors introduces an additional class of materials for humidity sensing. Dehumidification of ambient air, particularly in large climatecontrolled buildings, leads to significant consumption of energy. 45 Classical desiccants such as silica gel and zeolites are often regenerated at temperatures above 70°C. 46, 47 Reduction of the regeneration temperature, while maintaining fast desorption kinetics, may lead to significant energy savings. 45, 48 Finally, electrolyteless photocatalytic water splitting is demonstrated only relying on moisture captured from humid air as a water source. For this purpose, a catalytic ink is developed that can be coated onto any substrate, leading to efficient and low-cost hydrogen production from humid environments.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Synthesis and Characterization. Partially hydrated MoS x was synthesized following a modified literature procedure. 14, 35 In short, MoS 4 (NH 4 ) 2 was added to an aqueous solution of poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAAHCl). The cationic polymer acts as a templating backbone during the synthesis, binding the precursor and leading to preferential assembly of MoS 4 2− ions along one dimension. The solution was then acidified using a HCl vapor acidification method, devised to gradually lower the pH, leading to polymerization. The resulting product was then thoroughly washed to remove the remaining precursors and side products. Raman spectroscopy confirmed the successful removal of the polymer template (see Figure SI-1) .
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) revealed that a highly porous network of quasi-one-dimensional nanostructures was obtained (Figure 1d ), consisting predominantly of 10−20 nm wide interconnected branches of MoS x . The material was observed to be prone to beam damage during high-resolution imaging (see Figure SI- 2), which is known to induce sulfur loss, gradually converting MoS x (x > 2) to MoS 2 . 49 As such, care was taken to avoid beam damage during the following characterizations. As expected, high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) imaging confirmed that the product is amorphous, featuring no distinguishable lattice structures. On the basis of previously published reports, it is concluded that the synthesized MoS x chains have agglomerated, forming 10−20 nm wide bundles, which are interconnected to establish a highly porous superstructure.
11,50 X-ray diffraction (XRD) confirmed the amorphous nature of the product ( Figure SI-3) . 14 The addition of the PAAHCl template was found to increase porosity and reduce feature sizes, when compared to MoS x synthesized without any scaffold ( Figure SI-4) . The observed morphology is in good agreement with previous reports. 14, 35 The absorption band gap of the synthesized material was determined to be 1.22 eV, using UV−vis spectroscopy, which is close to the reported value of 1.25 eV (Figure 2a) . 28 Furthermore, an additional absorption feature was observed close to the absorption onset at 963 nm (Figure 2a ). This feature has been identified as the Urbach tail, which is frequently observed in amorphous semiconductors. 28 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was then employed to obtain the composition of the product, attesting a sulfur to molybdenum ratio of 78% to 22%, which indicates a stoichiometry close to MoS 3 2 / 3 . The XPS spectrum of the material shows the expected features in the sulfur and molybdenum regions (Figure 2 ).
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Figure 2. Assessing the band gap and stoichiometry of MoS x : (a) UV−vis spectrum obtained in aqueous suspension and the corresponding Tauc plot (inset), (b) XPS spectrum of the sulfur 2p region, and (c) XPS spectrum of the molybdenum 3d region. In the sulfur 2p region two overlapping doublets are observed, which are associated with terminal disulfide ligands (S 2T ) (162.3 and 163.5 eV) and bridging or shared disulfide ligands (S 2Br/Sh ) (163.7 and 164.9 eV) (Figure 1a and b) . 11, 23 The close proximity of the S 2Br/Sh −S2p 3/2 and the S 2T −S2p 1/2 peaks leads to the characteristic triplet-like appearance of the XPS signal (b). The molybdenum 3d region features two distinct doublets and one singlet (c). The singlet arises due to the sulfur S2 signal. Its broad nature is observed due to the presence of sulfur atoms in various environments and oxidation states. 23 The lower energy doublet corresponds to molybdenum−sulfur bonds, while the higher energy doublet is associated with molybdenum−oxygen bonds. 11 The presence of oxygen defects is commonly observed in MoS 3 2 / 3 , and the structure of defected MoS 3 2 / 3 is shown in Figure 1c .
Hygroscopic Properties and Low-Energy Dehumidification. Due to the highly porous structure of the network of the synthesized MoS 3 2 / 3 sample and the known affinity of amorphous molybdenum sulfides toward polarizable gases, we predict that the material should feature intense interaction with gaseous substances including water vapor. Hence we decided to investigate the effects of moisture adsorption on the electronic properties of the material. 40 Moisture desorption isotherms were recorded under nitrogen flow at set temperatures in a thermogravimetric analyzer in order to quantify the moisture capacity of amorphous MoS 3 2 / 3 . Weight loss curves were recorded at set temperatures ( Figure  3a) , which revealed that the material contained a significant weight fraction of labile water. A 7% weight loss could be achieved even at moderate temperatures of ≥40°C. The weight loss occurred rapidly upon exposure to dry atmosphere, attesting fast desorption kinetics. Furthermore, we observed that the dried material quickly readsorbed the lost moisture when exposed to ambient atmosphere, highlighting the reversible nature of the reaction. Figure 3b showcases a cyclic adsorption and desorption experiment at 40°C in which the sample was exposed to dry nitrogen followed by exposure to ambient atmosphere. It can be observed that the MoS 3 2 / 3 sample rapidly loses 2% of its weight in dry nitrogen, which is then reabsorbed from ambient air within 5 min. This process could be repeated several times, indicating that the moisture adsorption and desorption were highly reversible, and the sample weight returned to its original value following each cycle. This behavior indicates that the H 2 O molecules are bound through relatively weak physisorption processes. The observed properties show that MoS 3 2 / 3 is a suitable desiccant, capable of rapidly adsorbing and removing moisture from humid air, which can function in a comparatively low temperature regeneration step. While the moisture capacity is lower than that of state-of-the-art silica gel and zeolite-based desiccants, which can typically accommodate 20% to 40% of water by weight, regeneration can occur at comparatively lower temperatures, which render MoS 3 2 / 3 as an attractive alternative for continuous low-energy moisture removal.
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Low-field NMR relaxation studies were carried out to gain further insight into the moisture-binding process observed in partially hydrated MoS 3 2 / 3 . The measured spin−spin relaxation times (T 2 ) provide insight into the environment of the respective water molecules. Crystalline water, firmly bound into the lattice, features relaxation times on the order of 10 −6 to 10 −5 s, while weakly bound, labile water leads to relaxation times on the order of 10 −4 s. 52 Even longer relaxation times exceeding milliseconds are observed for liquid water. Here, relaxation time measurements were conducted using solid− echo and spin−echo protocols. 53, 54 The solid−echo protocol is optimized to accurately determine relaxation times on the order of microseconds, while the spin−echo measurement is suitable for assessing longer relaxation times. For these experiments samples stored in ambient atmosphere and dry atmosphere were compared (Figure 3c ). The data were fitted in order to retrieve the T 2 relaxation times (Table SI-1) .
On visually inspecting the solid−echo and spin−echo NMR data (Figure 3c ), it can be seen that the signal from both samples is similar in the short time scale, while significant changes occurred for longer time scales. The fit to the solid− echo data revealed that the water content within the ambient atmosphere sample consisted of approximately 74% crystalline water with the remainder being loosely adsorbed and labile water. This labile water is likely bound by van der Waals interactions and hydrogen bonds (physisorption), while the crystalline component is likely associated with the water of crystallization, which is more tightly bound inside the material through coordination. Upon drying, this ratio changed to 84% crystalline water with only 16% labile water, confirming that a significant fraction of water has been lost. The spin−echo measurements provide a more accurate measure of the relaxation times of the labile component, while short relaxation times of crystalline water are poorly resolved. Hence, the ratio of crystalline to labile water should be taken from the solid− echo measurements. The spin−echo data revealed that, upon drying, the relaxation time of the labile component significantly shortens from 193 μs to 80 μs, which is accompanied by a significant reduction of its contribution to the overall signal intensity. Overall, the NMR analysis indicates that the water molecules are bound either as crystalline water (∼74%) or as more loosely attached surface water, bound by weak hydrogen bonds and van der Waals interactions (∼26%). When exposed to dry atmosphere, the loosely attached water molecules are selectively desorbed, leaving the crystalline water and more tightly bound labile components behind.
These results are in good agreement with the gravimetric desorption study, since the drying process of the sample was conducted at room temperature for the NMR data. The 30°C desorption trace recorded a weight loss of 3.5%, while at slightly higher temperatures (≥40°C) the weight loss saturates at 7%, indicating the removal of close to the entire labile water fraction. This observation, together with the determined stoichiometry of MoS 3 2 / 3 , leads to the conclusion that 0.9 molecule of H 2 O is reversibly adsorbed for each Mo center. Considering the NMR results of the hydrated sample an additional 2.5 molecules of crystalline water are estimated to be bound per Mo unit, leading to a stoichiometry of MoS 3
Moisture-Dependent Structural and Electronic Properties. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) of dried and ambient atmosphere exposed samples revealed minor changes associated with the water bands at approximately 1580 and 3300 cm −1 upon drying (see Figure SI -5) . Raman spectroscopy is better suited to investigate modulations of the Mo−S and S−S modes since their IR-active modes are only observable in the region below 500 cm −1 , which is difficult to resolve using standard FTIR equipment. 55 As a result, Raman spectroscopy was conducted in order to determine the nature of the water-binding sites ( Figure 4a ). The Mo−S vibration modes are located in between 250 and 400 cm , confirming that a significant number of oxygen defects are present in the synthesized material.
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When comparing the spectra of the dried sample with the one exposed to ambient atmosphere, it can be found that both spectra are remarkably similar to the distinction that the mode associated with the bridging and shared disulfide ligands is significantly enhanced upon exposure to atmospheric moisture. This constitutes strong evidence that the labile water molecules are bound in close proximity to the shared/bridging disulfide ligands. Recent investigations into the hydrogen-binding energy of various sites on a Mo 3 S 13 −2 -based polymer chain by Ting et al. revealed that both the bridging and terminal disulfide ligands have a high affinity toward hydrogen. 12 They concluded that the binding strength at the terminal sites is large enough to form irreversible binding, while adsorption at the bridging disulfides is likely reversible, which would allow the formation of hydrogen bonds. These assertions are supported by experimental evidence reported by Afanasiev et al. 13 We furthermore observed a shift of the Raman mode associated with the apical sulfide. This observation has been linked to slight distortions of the Mo 3 S 13 cluster. hydrated and dehydrated  MoS 3 2 / 3 samples: (a) Raman spectra recorded with an excitation wavelength of 532 nm on samples placed in a sealed chamber. The sample was first dried by purging the chamber with nitrogen for 4 h. The sample was then exposed to ambient atmospheric conditions, leading to the adsorption of moisture. (b and c) PL spectra of dried and moisture-exposed MoS 3 2 / 3 samples excited at (b) 785 nm and (c) 532 nm. For these experiment, a drop-casted sample of MoS 3 2 / 3 was placed inside a sealed chamber equipped with micromanipulators, a quartz window, and a gas flow-through system. The sample was purged with nitrogen at room temperature to remove the labile water component. A Raman and PL spectrum was collected while the sample remained under a nitrogen atmosphere. Afterward the sample was exposed to ambient atmosphere and another Raman and PL spectrum was collected. The Raman spectrum of the sample exposed to air is in excellent agreement with previous reports. 11 We furthermore conducted photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy inside the sealed chamber on dried and moistureexposed samples, akin to the Raman measurements (Figure 4b and c). It is observed that the PL intensity of the dried MoS 3 2 / 3 film is significantly higher when compared to the ambient air exposed sample. Two broad PL peaks are observed at 810 and 940 nm for the dried sample. Upon exposure to moisture, both PL peaks experienced a hypsochromic shift to 775 and 883 nm. The existence of PL in the sample indicates that the material exhibits semiconducting behavior, which is in accordance with previous reports. 28, 56 The quenching of the PL, together with the shift of the luminescence, indicates that exposure to moisture significantly alters the electronic properties of the material. The quenching is particularly revealing, indicating that significant charge transfer from the water molecules to the MoS 3 2 / 3 chain occurred, which supports the hypothesis that hydrogen bonds are formed.
Relative Humidity Sensing. The observed electronic changes and fast moisture adsorption and desorption kinetics indicate that the materials can be exploited for moisture sensing. For this purpose, a thin film of MoS 3 2 / 3 was drop casted onto interdigitated electrodes (Figure 5a ) to create a conductometric moisture sensor. The sensor's resistance was then measured while being exposed to gas flows with controlled relative humidity (RH). Upon exposure to dry atmosphere, the resistance of the sensor rapidly increased by over 3 orders of magnitude, beyond the upper detection limit of our characterization equipment. This finding confirmed that MoS 3 2 / 3 transitioned from a conductive state to being an insulator due to the desorption of water.
We then investigated the sensor's dynamic response to humidity changes between 30% and 60% RH with a baseline of 25% RH (Figure 5c ). The baseline of 25% RH was selected since atmospheres with lower moisture content resulted in resistance values above the detection limit of our equipment. This limitation may be overcome in the future by optimizing the spacing in between the interdigitated electrodes. The developed sensor showed a logarithmic dependency of the resistance on the relative humidity of the gas (Figure SI-6 ).
In order to determine possible sensing mechanisms, the nature of the majority charge carriers was determined using electrochemical Mott−Schottky analysis ( Figure SI-7) . 57 
MoS 3
2 / 3 was found to be a p-type semiconductor, indicating that the samples' conductivity is not dominated by its semiconducting properties in response to humidity. Conductivity of p-type semiconductors is well known to decrease upon exposure to moisture due to the observed modulation of their electronic structure. 44 The previously discussed PL characterization revealed that the exposure to moisture results in the modulation of the electronic properties of MoS 3 2 / 3 , which indicates that the presence of surface water alters the density of states within the semiconductor. The modulation of the density of states of the semiconductor may not necessarily involve a complete charge transfer but can be induced via dipole interactions and small distortions of the molecular structure. 58 The presence of structural distortions upon moisture adsorption has also been implicated during our Raman spectroscopy and XRD analysis. However, photoconductivity measurements revealed a negligible change in resistance when illuminating the sensor in ambient air ( Figure SI-8) . Additionally, the resistivity decreases in response to an increase in humidity. These measurements lead to the conclusion that a charge injection based mechanism is occurring but will not be the dominant cause of the humidity sensor response.
A more likely explanation for the observed moisturedependent conductivity modulation is based on well-known proton conductivity within the physisorbed surface water. 44 As discussed within the context of the low-field NMR analysis, a large amount of moisture may be bound to the surface of MoS 3 2 / 3 via hydrogen bonding. Possible binding sites are surface-bound hydrogen atoms, which in this case are likely present in the form of surface hydroxyl and protonated disulfide groups (Figure 5b) . 11, 12 In a high-humidity environment, multiple layers of hydrogen-bonded water molecules may accumulate, allowing efficient proton conduction based on the Grotthuss mechanism, 44, 59 accounting for the significant decrease in resistivity upon exposure to moisture (see Figure  5 ). Proton conductivity based sensing mechanisms are known to frequently dominate the response of high surface area moisture-sensing materials at room temperature. 44 The effect of the conductivity change of the semiconductor is likely to be much smaller in comparison to the variations in dominant proton conductivity on the very large surface area of the synthesized material. As such, the overall resistivity change in response to humidity increase is a large reduction in magnitude. Figure 5 . Demonstration of the moisture-sensing concept: (a) schematic representation of the device, (b) suggested sensing mechanism based on physisorbed moisture and proton conduction based on the Grotthuss mechanism, (c) measured resistance of the sensor when exposed to defined gas flows with specified relative humidity. Three cycles were measured for each gas flow. In between each cycle the sensor was exposed to a baseline of 25% RH (at 30°C).
Overall, we observed a change in resistivity of over 2 orders of magnitude between 25% and 60% RH (at 30°C). The sensor's device parameters measured for various water concentrations are presented in Table 1 . The response times of the senor were determined to be between 58 and 16 s, with a faster response associated with a larger change in relative humidity. The recovery time was found to be around 200 s. The sensitivity of the sensor (|R 0 /ΔR|) is defined as the baseline value (R 0 ) relative to the total change of the device's resistance (ΔR) and was found to be between 4.0 and 104.8 for relative humidities of 35% and 60% (at 30°C), respectively, indicating that the resistance dropped by 75% to 99%. Interestingly the sensor showed no response to NO 2 or H 2 S gas (data not shown), highlighting good selectivity. Successive measurements indicate that the device is very stable and features minimal hysteresis.
Altogether the humidity sensor's performance is well suited for practical applications and the performance parameters are on par with state-of-the-art materials. 43, 60 Semiconducting moisture sensors including those that rely on proton conduction are typically oxides, due to the crucial role of the surface oxide sites in the established sensing mechanism. 44 In this work, the previously identified surface hydroxyl and protonated disulfide groups may act as initial binding sites, followed by further physisorption utilizing hydrogen bonds. 44 For comparison moisture sensors were fabricated using bulk MoS 2 and PAAHCl. Samples containing bulk MoS 2 and a mixture of MoS 2 and PAAHCl were prepared following the same vapor phase acidification and subsequent workup procedure that was employed to prepare MoS 3 2 / 3 . One further sample was prepared using an aqueous solution of PAAHCl. The MoS 2 -containing samples showed nearly 4 orders of magnitude smaller response to moisture, highlighting the exceptional performance of MoS 3 2 / 3 (see Figure SI-9 ). The PAAHCl-based sensor was fabricated to ensure that the observed response did not originate from template residues that may be present at concentrations below the detection limit of Raman spectroscopy. The PAAHCl-based sensor did not show any detectible response to moisture exposure, and thus it is concluded that the measured conductivity change of the MoS 3 2 / 3 sample is indeed associated with MoS 3 2 / 3 . Electrolyteless Water Splitting. As discussed previously, one of the key applications of MoS 3 2 / 3 can potentially be in the field of hydrogen production, where it commonly serves as an electrocatalyst. Considering the observed rapid moisture capture and good conductivity of the synthesized material, we explored its application toward electrolyte-free hydrogen production. For this purpose, we formulated a catalytic ink that can be utilized for H 2 production without the need of any external power sources or fluid handling equipment. The development of an ink-based electrolyteless gas phase photocatalytic hydrogen evolution catalyst is highly attractive, since it significantly simplifies the device structure, essentially allowing to adapt any surface toward solar fuel production. Since the catalytic process is electrolyte free, the fuel production is not only carbon neutral but also water neutral, not relying on drinking water to sustain its operation. 5 Furthermore, the aforementioned disadvantages of using electrolytes such as the risk of freezing, leakage, and corrosion are entirely avoided. 5 Since the band gap of MoS 3 2 / 3 is too narrow to facilitate water splitting on its own, a mixture of MoS 3 2 / 3 and TiO 2 (P25) was designed. Amorphous molybdenum sulfides are frequently utilized in conjunction with wide band gap semiconductors such as CdS and TiO 2 or organic sensitizers such as erythrosine B.
31, 35 The wide band gap material promotes light harvesting and provides high-energy charge carriers to the catalytically active molybdenum sulfide, leading to hydrogen and oxygen evolution (Figure 6b ). In the envisaged design, sulfur-rich MoS Mott−Schottky plots of n-type semiconductors such as TiO 2 directly indicate the position of the conduction band. 61 The conduction band edge of MoS 3 2 / 3 is found to be well positioned to facilitate H 2 evolution, as well as to be sensitized by TiO 2 . Oxygen evolution is expected to be facilitated by TiO 2 , since the valence band of MoS 3 2 / 3 is not likely to be oxidizing enough to directly evolve oxygen. 62 In order to confirm that the band positions are not altered upon blending MoS 3 2 / 3 and TiO 2 during the ink formulation, we proceeded to conduct photoelectron spectroscopy in air (PESA). PESA is well suited to investigate the band positions of mixed systems containing wide band gap semiconductors as well as narrow band gap components. 63 PESA measurements of only MoS a The response time t res and recovery time t rec are defined as the time necessary to reach 90% of the total signal height and recovery to 90% of the baseline; the sensitivity (|R 0 /ΔR|) is defined as the ratio between the baseline resistance R 0 at equilibrium and the total change of the resistance (ΔR). The base load was 25% RH (at 30°C). Values are given for the second of three consecutive measurements.
The optimized ink formulation consisted of a simple 90% MoS 3 2 / 3 and 10% TiO 2 containing aqueous suspension with a combined solid loading of 20%, which could be deposited onto a glass substrate using the doctor blade technique. The sample was then placed in a sealed glass vessel with a moisturesaturated atmosphere. The vessel was equipped with a custombuilt hydrogen headspace sensor, which recorded the hydrogen concentration during illumination with simulated solar light. (Figure 6c) , indicating that the formation of a heterojunction is paramount to the process. To ensure that overall water splitting is achieved, oxygen and hydrogen evolution measurements were conducted (see Figure 6d) . The ratio of H 2 to O 2 was found to be 2:1, indicating that stoichiometric overall water splitting is achieved. We observed, however, that the H 2 production rate of the optimized ink declined upon prolonged illumination (Figure 6d and SI-11) and eventually ceased. To our pleasant surprise, the film regained its catalytic activity upon storage in the dark, which allowed us to design a cyclic illumination pattern, which enables continued hydrogen production. Figure  6c shows the cumulative hydrogen production observed after 5 cycles of 30 min illumination followed by 30 min of storage in a dark humid environment. We postulate that the catalytic system loses its moisture content under illumination due to the desired catalytic water splitting and thermal effects, to a point where sustained H 2 production is not possible. The recapture rate of H 2 O by the catalyst, while under illumination, appears to be too slow to sustain continuous water splitting under one sun illumination. The relative humidity of the atmosphere within the reaction chamber was measured to be 93%, indicating that simply increasing the humidity of the system is not likely to overcome this limitation. Measurements of the MoS 3 2 / 3 /TiO 2 film temperature within the reaction chamber revealed that the temperature of the catalyst layer rapidly increases upon illumination, reaching an equilibrium operating temperature of 60°C within 8 to 10 min (see Figure SI-12) . Considering the previously discussed thermal desorption measurements, which revealed rapid moisture loss at 40−60°C, thermally induced moisture loss is the most likely cause for the temporary decline in the H 2 production and the need for cyclic illumination.
Light absorbed by MoS 3 2 / 3 is expected to not fully contribute to the overall water splitting reaction, due to the narrow band gap. The valence band of MoS 3 2 / 3 is not likely to be oxidizing enough to directly evolve oxygen, while the conduction band is well positioned to facilitate hydrogen evolution. Trapping of the photogenerated holes in MoS 3 2 / 3 is avoided due to the low diffusion length of holes in TiO 2 (∼10 −9 m). 64 Photogenerated electrons with sufficient reduction potential to facilitate hydrogen evolution, on the other hand, are directly produced in MoS 3 2 / 3 and can also be transferred to MoS 3 2 / 3 from TiO 2 due to the comparatively large diffusion length of electrons in TiO 2 (∼10 −5 m). 65 As such, the developed energy diagram and operating principle are comparable to noble metal functionalized wide band gap photocatalysts with the advantageous distinction that the hygroscopic nature of MoS 3 2 / 3 facilitates electrolyteless operation. 66 Oxygen evolution is expected to be the limiting step for overall water splitting, due to the wide band gap of TiO 2 , resulting in thermal heating due to this mismatch. Hence during cyclic operation, the adsorbed water is consumed under illumination to produce hydrogen, while the hygroscopic MoS 3 2 / 3 chains recapture thermally desorbed and decomposed water during the dark resting phase (Figure 6a) .
The hydrogen production rates were found to be 11.09 and 4.03 mmol g −1 h −1 for the cyclic illumination and continuous illumination strategies, respectively. The hydrogen production prior to catalysis. Once illuminated, the TiO 2 and MoS 3 2 / 3 particles harvest light (step 2), which leads to overall water splitting (step 3). The device recaptures the lost water molecules during the dark cycle (step 4). (b) Energy diagram of the catalyst. The conduction band position of P25 TiO 2 was measured using Mott−Schottky analysis, and the respective relative values for the anatase and rutile components were taken from the literature. 69 The conduction band position of MoS 3 2 / 3 was determined using a combination of UV−vis spectroscopy and Mott−Schottky analysis. All values are given for an aqueous environment of pH 8. ) of the photocatalyst is considered. It is noteworthy to highlight that the BET surface area measured using inert gases likely underestimates the available surface area for H 2 O adsorption. The average turnover frequencies for a 1 h reaction period were calculated to be 940 and 342 μHz for cyclic and continuous illumination patterns, respectively. 67 The demonstrated electrolyteless hydrogen evolution system is surprisingly efficient considering that it relies entirely on the capture of moisture from humid air. The developed system outperforms previous reports on gas phase electrolyteless photocatalytic water splitting (see Table 2 ). Considering that previous works used high-intensity UV illumination rather than simulated solar light indicates orders of magnitude improved H 2 production rates under real-world application conditions. For comparison, vapor fed membrane electrolyte based photocatalytic and electrolysis systems are also included in Table 2 . The H 2 production rates can likely be improved further by employing semiconductor nanoparticles with a more favorable absorption profile than TiO 2 as cocatalyst and by optimizing the design of the device, for example by utilizing a transparent 3D support that allows higher catalyst loading and optimizes light absorption and gas transport. 62, 68 This, in conjunction with improved thermal management, may also allow overcoming the need for a cyclic illumination pattern.
CONCLUSIONS
We demonstrated the synthesis of highly porous sulfur-rich MoS 3 2 / 3 utilizing a facile and scalable acidification−polymerization route, employing a cationic templating agent. We proceeded to characterize the interactions between this inorganic polymer and moist air. It was discovered that MoS 3 2 / 3 can reversibly bind up to 7% water by weight (0.9 H 2 O per Mo center) in ambient conditions, which can be released at low temperatures in dry atmospheres. This effect may be utilized to design low-energy dehumidification devices. Lowfield NMR studies revealed that the moisture is adsorbed as weakly bound surface water, likely utilizing van der Waals forces and hydrogen bonding. Raman spectroscopy studies revealed that the reversible binding of water molecules likely occurs at the shared and bridging disulfide ligands that link the individual Mo centers within the porous and branched structure.
We furthermore observed that the binding of the water molecules had a profound impact on the optical and electronic properties of MoS 3 2 / 3 . When stored under nitrogen, intense luminescence in the near-infrared region is observed, while a distinct hypsochromic shift and PL quenching occur upon exposure to atmospheric moisture. The observed quenching of PL was attributed to charge transfer processes due to van der Waals interactions and hydrogen bonding. The material was found to be insulating when exposed to dry conditions, while the adsorption of surface water resulted in markedly reduced impedance, which was attributed to proton conduction. This observation was utilized to design moisture sensors, featuring high sensitivity and selectivity to H 2 O at room temperature.
While these observations are highly relevant on their own, they also have significant implications to the field of hydrogen evolution catalysis, which is one of the most prominent applications of amorphous molybdenum sulfides. The observed affinity of the bridging and shared disulfide ligands toward water molecules implicates their significance to the overall water splitting process. Furthermore, the observed dependence of the electronic and optical properties on the amount of surface-adsorbed water molecules should be considered when characterizing this material in the future.
Finally we developed a photocatalytically active ink based on sulfur-rich MoS 3 2 / 3 combined with TiO 2 nanoparticles, which function as a photosensitizer and cocatalyst. Printed films of this composite were found to be catalytically active in moist atmospheres, without the need for any electrolytes or external power sources. While the overall hydrogen production efficiency is lower than what is typically observed when using catalysts suspended in electrolytes, the process is surprisingly efficient considering that it relies entirely on the here discovered hygroscopic nature of MoS 3 2 / 3 as a water source. A hydrogen evolution rate of 11.09 mmol g −1 h −1 could be achieved under optimized conditions, which also resulted in a much higher efficiency than any previously reported photocatalytic gas phase water splitting system. Pending future improvements of the process efficiency, electrolyteless photocatalytic water splitting may become an attractive alternative approach due to its unique features and simplicity, and hence our findings are expected to stimulate further work within the field.
METHODS
Synthesis of Partially Hydrated MoS 3 2 / 3 . A facile templated acidification polymerization method was used for synthesizing hydrated MoS 3 2 / 3 suspensions. A (NH 4 ) 2 MoS 4 precursor was employed in conjunction with the cationic polymer PAAHCl. All reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used directly without any additional purification. In a typical synthesis process, 260.3 mg of (NH 4 ) 2 MoS 4 and 187.1 mg of PAAHCl were dissolved in 10 mL of deionized (DI) water in a glass vial. The color of the solution was found to rapidly transition from red to turbid orange due to the binding of the tetrathiomolybdate ions to the cationic templates. The solution was then acidified by placing 2−3 mL of concentrated HCl (32%) next to the sample in a closed system for 24 h. The presence of HCl vapors led to a gradual acidification of the sample, and the color of the solution changed from bright orange to black overnight. The solution was stirred throughout the process. The product was then isolated by centrifugation at 2500 rcf for 1 h. In order to remove any residual educts, the templating polymer, HCl, and side products, the product was redispersed into 10 mL of DI water and re-collected by centrifugation. This washing step was repeated twice to ensure the successful removal of all contaminations. Raman spectroscopy was utilized to ensure that the templating polymer was successfully removed. A part of the sample was then dried on a large glass Petri dish at room temperature for 3 days for further analysis that required solid samples.
Fabrication of Moisture Sensor. Approximately 100 μL of the MoS 3 2 / 3 suspension was drop casted onto an interdigitated electrode on an alumina ceramic substrate with Ag−Pd electrodes, purchased from Elite Tech ( Figure SI-13 for the design). The sensor was dried at room temperature overnight prior to testing. Care was taken to ensure that the entire electrode area was covered with a thin film of the sample. For comparison samples of bulk MoS 2 (US-nano, 99.9%, 800−1200 nm size) and bulk MoS 2 mixed with the polymer template (PAAHCl) were processed following the same sample preparation protocol that was utilized to create the MoS 3 2 / 3 sample (vapor phase acidification and reaction workup procedure). The same ratio of Mo to the polymer and overall Mo concentration were used for consistency. Similarly a solution of 187.1 mg of PAAHCl in DI water was prepared. These three samples were employed to prepare further moisture sensors as reference samples following the method described previously.
Photocatalytic Device Fabrication. For the photocatalytic experiments an ink was formulated that could be deposited onto microscopy glass slides. The optimized ink contained 900 mg of dried MoS 3 2 / 3 and 100 mg of TiO 2 P25 (Sigma-Aldrich). The solid components were mixed with 5 mL of DI water and sonicated in a bath sonicator for 1 h. The ink was then deposited onto microscopy glass slides using the doctor blade technique with Scotch tape to define the thickness of the film and the area. The glass slides were cleaned in hot concentrated sulfuric acid for 10 min followed by rinsing in DI water prior to the deposition, which was found to lead to improved adhesion of the deposited film. A single print of the ink was applied followed by drying of the film at 40°C on a hot plate. The catalyst loading was determined to be 0.6 mg per cm 2 using gravimetric analysis.
Electrolyteless Gas Phase Water Splitting. A specially designed reactor was utilized for the electrolyteless gas phase photocatalytic water splitting experiments. The reactor chamber was a 500 mL sealed glass vessel with a detachable headspace sensor unit. The sensor unit was built in-house utilizing two SGX Sensortech VQ546 M hydrogen sensor chips and two SGX Sensortech EC410 oxygen sensors. The sensors were calibrated prior to use with hydrogen−nitrogen standard mixtures and laboratory oxygen, which were diluted further using an MKS mass flow controller system, creating a set of accurate calibration standards. All sensors were found to function according to the manufacturer's specification. The overall pressure and temperature were recorded using an ANKOM pressure transducer fitted with a temperature sensor, which was incorporated in the sensing head. The photocatalyst-coated microscopy glass slide was placed onto two stands within the reactor vessel. A 10 mL amount of distilled water was placed below the catalyst to ensure that the atmosphere was saturated with water vapor. The system was allowed to reach equilibrium in the dark for 30 min, upon which the catalytic film was illuminated with simulated solar light using a 150 W Xe lamp solar simulator (ABET Technologies) with 1 sun (100 mW cm −2 ) light intensity. The relative humidity within the reactor vessel was measured using a hand-held humidity sensor (Extech Advantage RH520A-240). The illuminated sample area was 3.5 cm 2 . The samples were allowed to equilibrate within the sealed chamber in the dark for 30 min prior to the experiment. The samples were then either continuously illuminated or illuminated in a cyclic pattern, being illuminated for 30 min, followed by 30 min of storage in the dark. The produced hydrogen was measured using the headspace sensors, and both hydrogen sensors were in good agreement with each other.
Measurements of oxygen and hydrogen, in parallel, were conducted under anaerobic conditions using the same setup as described above. The atmospheric background pressure of oxygen was found to mask the comparatively small quantity of oxygen produced during photocatalysis. This could be overcome by working in a nitrogen atmosphere. For the experiment, the reaction chamber was purged with nitrogen for 30 min through a septa port fitted with a customized Luer lock fitting featuring a one-way check valve, preventing gas backflow. The machined fitting was sealed against the septa port using a Viton O-ring and secured using the standard septa port screw cap. After purging the reaction chamber the system was allowed to reach equilibrium in the dark prior to illuminating the sample as described previously.
The temperature of the printed photocatalytic film under illumination was measured during a typical electrolyteless photocatalytic water splitting experiment using a hand-held infrared noncontact thermometer.
Material Characterization. UV−vis spectroscopy was carried out using a Cary 500 spectrometer (Varian) and quartz cuvettes. Raman spectroscopy and PL spectroscopy were carried out using a Labram HR evolution spectrometer (Horiba). For this experiment the sample was drop casted onto a gold-coated silicon wafer and placed in a sealed chamber equipped with a quartz window, gas in-and outlets, and micromanipulator electrical probes (Linkam HFS600 PB4). For the Raman measurements the sample was excited with 4.5 mW, 532 nm light. The measurements were conducted using a 10× lens and 1800 lines per mm grating. The sample was purged with dry nitrogen (200 sccm) for 4 h prior to the dry measurements. The sample was then exposed to ambient air (30 min) for the moist measurements. The PL measurements were conducted using the same instrument as for the Raman characterization, using 2.25 mW, 532 and 785 nm excitation.
XPS was carried out on a Thermo K-Alpha instrument (Thermo Scientific) with monochromatic Al Kα radiation (λ = 1486.7 eV). The samples were drop casted onto Si wafers for this characterization. Transmission electron microscopy was carried out on JEOL 1010 and 20100F instruments operating with an 100 and 200 kV acceleration voltage, respectively, and equipped with Gatan Orius SC600 (JEOL 1010) and SC1000 (JEOL 20100F) CCD cameras. The samples were drop cast onto holey carbon grids (Proscitec) for the analysis.
Low-field NMR analysis was carried out on a Bruker minispec mq20 NMR analyzer. The dried sample was stored for 100 h in a nitrogen glovebox prior to being sealed in the NMR tube. The measurements were carried out directly after removal from the glovebox to minimize any moisture diffusing into the sealed tube. The solid−echo and spin− echo pulse sequences (modified fid_mb sequences) were acquired using 128 scans and a relaxation delay of 2 s. Attenuated total reflection (ATR) Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy was conducted using a PerkinElmer Spectrum 100 spectrometer equipped with a universal ATR accessory. The samples were prepared following the same protocol as for the low-field NMR measurements. The moisture desorption isotherms were measured using a PerkinElmer Pyris 1 thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA). For this experiment approximately 4 mg of the room-temperature dried sample was weighed into a platinum TGA pan. Once the instrument reached the desired temperature, the sample was loaded into the TGA, the sample was exposed to dry nitrogen flows with a flow rate of 20 sccm, and the sample weight was recorded. The sample was exposed to ambient air for 5 min between each cycle during the cyclic desorption experiments. BET surface area measurements were conducted using approximately 500 mg of MoS 3 2 / 3 , N 2 as the process gas, and a Micromeritic ASAP 2400 surface area analyzer.
Moisture sensing was conducted in the same sealed chamber that was used for the Raman measurements. The sensor was placed inside the chamber and connections to the contact pads were made with the micromanipulators. The sample was initially purged with dry nitrogen (200 sccm) for 90 min. Resistance measurements were performed using an Agilent 34401A multimeter. During the initial nitrogen purge the resistance increased above the upper detection limit of the instrument. After the initial drying step the sensor was exposed to 25% RH (at 30°C) in nitrogen (200 sccm) until the resistance dropped below 1 GΩ. The sample was then exposed to gas flows (200 sccm) of specified moisture contents (between 25% and 60% RH (at 30°C)) in nitrogen. A V-Gen Dew Point/RH generator was used to generate specific probe gas streams with RH values measured at 30°C. The sealed measurement chamber was also set to 30°C. Photoconductivity measurements and characterizations were carried out using an identical device to that employed for the moisture sensing. Instead of exposing the sample to specific gas mixtures, the experiment was conducted in ambient atmosphere (RH 53%, 20°C). XRD measurements were conducted on a Bruker D4 Endeavor powder diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation of 1.5406 Å. The dried sample was stored for 100 h in a nitrogen glovebox prior to the analysis. The dried sample was sealed under a layer of Kapton film (TF-475), in a specifically designed sample holder for dry measurements. For consistency the ambient atmosphere dried sample was also measured under the Kapton film. A diffraction pattern of the Kapton film on its own was measured and is presented in the Supporting Information (Figure SI-14) . Photoelectron spectroscopy in air was conducted using a Riken Keiki AC-2 photoelectron spectrometer. The samples were prepared by drop casting suspensions onto a microscopy glass slide. Mott−Schottky analysis was conducted using a CH Instruments C600 electrochemical workstation (potentiostat) equipped with an impedance module. A Ag/AgCl reference electrode and a carbon rod counter electrode were used. The working electrodes were prepared by drop casting a suspension of either TiO 2 of MoS 3 2 / 3 onto carbon paper. The measurements were conducted using a sinusoidal signal with an amplitude of 5 mV and a frequency of 1 kHz. The active area was approximately 1 cm 2 . The electrolyte contained 0.1 M tris buffer pH 8.1 and 0.1 M KCl as a supporting electrolyte.
